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ILLINOIS TEACHERS COLLEGE
CHICAGO -- NORTH

VOLUME 16 NO, 10

FURTHER STEP IN
NAME CHANGE
Change in the name and instructional program of Illinois
Teachers College, moved a
step nearer reality last week
through senate action in Springfield.
Senate bill 298, "for an act
to establish Northeastern Illinois State College, " went into
the legislative hopper under
sponsorship of Walter Duda of
the 15th senatorial district in
which the College is located,
along with six others. Co-sponsors were senators Cherry,
Saperstein, Loukas , Hoff elder,
McGloon, and Dixon . The measure goes now to committee on
assignment of bills.
ITC President Jerome M.
Sachs said that the short bill,
of only four sections, points to
"a great future" for the institution.
"Our new name, Northeastern
Illinois State College, not only
locates us geographically but
shows that we are to be a multipurpose institution ," Dr. Sachs
said.
"The bill provides that the
College will continue to offer
teacher training but it also
enables us to offer additional
programs in the art and sciences," Dr. Sachs said.
Foc~~ ~mmitt~s are =w
setting up separate programs
in liberal arts and sciences and
writing new courses for students
who want the usual B.A. degree
without reference to teaching.
The College expects to begin
the new programs in September,
an d at the same time education
curricula will be added to prepare teachers for high school
positions.

HONORS CONVOCATION
TO BE HELD

Our recent "superstorms" added so much weight to the roof at the east entrance
of the college that it caved in. The engineers are shown in the left picture removing the snow after the supports in the hallway were constructed.

Academic Advertisement
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM PROVES SUCCESSFUL
The academic ad vis em en t
staff, are pleased with the response they have received to
the new program of assistance
they have initiated for freshmen
who are on probation this trimester , especially in view of
the competition our highly inclement weather has given them .
Over half of these students
have taken the Survey of St udy
Habits and Attitudes Inventory,
designed to help them to recognize weaknesses in their approaches to their studies, etc.
This instrument compares their
work method with those of successful co 11 e g e freshmen
throughout the country. The
advisors feel that this number
would have been greater if it
had not been for "The Storm"
which prevented students from
keeping appointments.

Mar. 1-31

Library Art Exhibit by Jeff R. Donaldson ,
(member of ITCC-N art faculty ). Paintings.

Wed. , Mar . 8

Perfor ming Arts Series - Michel Block ,
Pianist - 8;00 P.M. - Auditorium - Tickets $1.50

Thurs. - Sat.
Mar . 2-4
Thurs.-Sat.
Mar. 9-11

Performing Arts Series - THE MISANTHROPE - Play directed by Patrick
Conlon -8:30 P.M. - Auditorium
Tickets $1.50

Thurs .,
Mar . 23

PHC Fun-Night - Sporting Events 6 :30 - 9:30 Gym - 25¢ for nonstudents

Thurs. ,
Mar. 30

Evening Concert - Collegium Musicum Program of Recorder Music - 8:00 P.M.Little Theatre Tickets $1.00

Fri. , Mar . 31

PHC Splash Party - Swimm ing, Races ,
Prizes - 7:00 - 10:30 - Refreshments ,
10:30-11:00 P.M. - Pool - Gym

YEA, FOR OUR TEAM!
The fact that ITC has an achieving progressive faculty
cannot be stated often enough.
We are proud of them and are
fortunate in having them .
A recent list of publications
lays claim to our heraldry . The
publications are· textbooks and
pamphlets and are on display
on the second floor of the
Beehive .
The authors in alphabetical
order are : Charlier (co-author)
Dierickx , Etten, Firoozi, Glockner , Ho 1 by , Itkin , Ki an g,
Krueger, Maher, Quinn, O'Cherony , Sachs (co-author) Weiner,
Welty and Wiercinski .
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Because of the many problems
our "most unusual" weather
has caused this trimester, Miss
McCreery wishes to remind
freshmen on probation that it
is still not too late to make
arrangements to take this inventory and to urge these students to sign up for an appointment as soon as possible. It
re qui res onl y t wenty to thirty
mi nutes t o answer thi s questionnaire, and the results may
give many very useful suggestions to help the student as he
works to return his record to
good standing.
Also, those students who
have taken this inventory and
have not yet reported for a
conference- are urged to sign
up for their interview at their
earliest opportunity. This also
applies to those who have
signed up but were unable to
keep their appointment - or
were disappointed when the
advisors were unable to see
them.
Students who are having difficulty and feel that this inventory might help them are also
invited to make arrangements
to take it at their convenience.
Theacademicadvisement staff
is most anxious to do everything possible to prevent students from being dropped for
poor scholarship at the end of
this trimester and therefore
particularly solicits the cooperation of the freshmen, who
comprise the bulk of those on
probation.

On April 4, at 10:00 A.M.,
ITCC-N will have its annual
Honors Convocation. Seventh,
eighth and ninth trimester students who have maintained a
high level of scholastic achievment or have shown outstanding
effort in leadership and service
to the college will be awarded
Letter of Commendation and
the Academic Medal, or the
Honor Key.
The criteria for these awards
are:
1. students who are currently enrolled in their
7th, 8th or 9th trimester,
who have a cumulative
grade point average of
4.4 or better, who have
been on the D e an ' s
Honor List with a 4.0
or above for two or more
trim esters , and who
have not p rev i o us 1 y
been hon o red at an
Honors Convocation ;
2. students who have shown
outstanding leadership
and service to the College, who are in their
7th,8th or 9th trimester,
who have not previously
been honored, who have
been nominated by a
Student Advisory Committee and, or the Director of Co-Curricular
Activities for consideration of an award by the
Honors Convocation
Committee, and who

Mr. John Cesmond, President of the
Chicago Teachers Union was the guest
speaker at ITC, Feb. 22. He lectured
and participated in discussion with
Dr. Farr's Comperative Political Systems Class.

STUDENTS RATIFY NEW CO NSTITUTION
by Barb Baldwin
The new constitution of the
Student Senate was ratified by
the students on Thursday, February 14.
It was announced by the Calendar Committee that ITCC-N
would probably continue with
trimesters and not change to
semesters.
The Senate has now organized
the Student Organization Emergency Loan Fund and the committee concerning this organization. Money will be put aside
by the treasurer of the Senate
for the purpose of loaning it to
chartered student organizations
in the event that they need

emergency funds. This money,
of course, is to be paid during
an agreed amount of time. The
committee will review all requests for loans and then give
their approval or rejection of
the request.
A new committee was formed
to take part in functions outside the college. This will be
ca 11 e d the Inter-Collegiate
Affairs Committee.
It is the right of any Senate
member to take the initiative
of doing any act he sees fit to
do without the consent of the
Senate, providing there is not
time to inform the Senate of his
actions. If the Senate later

decides that his actions were
unwarrented, actions must
cease. All debts he has made
for the Senate are now his responsibility. If he declares that
he is unable to pay this amount
the Senate will pay the debt for
him.

have met the m1mmum
requirements of fifteen
activity points and are
in good academic standing.
Students who think that they
have met these standards but
do not belong to a club which
will recommend them for Honors
should contact Dean Zimmerman
as soon as possible. If you
think that you qualify but are
not sure your name has been
recommended be sure to check
with her.

Be it known by all present
that this certificate is awarded
to George B arkes and Maria
Capellani for outstanding achievement in the field of gastron omical propensity of the
laden table; for a capacity o f
mammoth proportion; for a display of that indefatigable spirit
in awe; this certificate is
awarded, with the title of
Trencherman First Class and
Gourmand Extraordinary P a rticipant at the Seventh Annual
Shrove Tuesday Pancake Eat1ng Contest, February 7, 1967.
So read the award presented
to George and Maria for devou ring 265 pancakes, at the
Howa rd-Western Ave . Inte rnational Hous e of Pancakes, for
a secon d pl ace fi nish .
Jim Soprych and K aren Balni s
were presented with a similar
award for their fourth place
slot. Their team total was 162
'pancakes.
The adventure began as the
fonr were on their way back to
school after having eaten lunch ,
4'11" Maria Capellani piled
100 pancakes , high for the
girls. Barkes finished 165,
second high for the boys in the
con test, Soprych ate 107, and
an d Miss Balnis a mere 55 .
They were given one half
ho ur to finish as many pancakes
as possible. At the outset, the
pancakes were well done and
tasty , but as the minutes wore
on, the pancakes were less and
less tasty, and more and more
gooey .
One of the waitresses, Dorothy, was asked what she
thought the contestants reactions were. "I don't know, last
time I saw them they were on
their way to the wash rooms."

Se nate Sponso rs "ANIGH T OF MIST"
The St u dent Senate will
sponsor a dance on April 8,
between 10 pm. and 1 am. for
the April and August, 1967
graduates.
Willie Randall and his orchestra will perform at the
dance which will be held at

the Germanic Club, at North
Avenue and Clark Street.
Everyone is invited to attend
the dance. Admission will be
$1.00 for a single and $1.75
per couple and the graduates
will be admitted free of charge.

THE INTERIM
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: THE SOUNDING BOARD :
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

"These are the Times That Try
Men's Souls"
by Ely M, Liebow
These are the times that try men's souls! (Now there's a real
start for you: if only we could have started by having the sun set
in the East.) We were driven to the typewriter by a crazy cancatenation of events that began a few days after the big snow and
culminated in Ralph Kirkpatrick's harpsichord recital on the night
of February 8.
The snow, as we all observed, brought out the best and then
the worst in all of us . The parking situation around school
plumbed new lower-depths . We won't go into how good or bad a
job the plowers did around here , but we think it could have been
better . The thing that really gets this writer, however, is the
whole ridiculous situation of the North Faculty-Staff Parking Lot.
The signs are now up! It is a Parking lot for Faculty and Staff,
and in the good weather there was always a little man (sometimes
a big one) who guarded the entrance to said lot. Now that .par king
is as scarce as sweet dispositions, no one guards the lot in the
morning, and Chaos , a Chaos of Miltonic Proportions -- ensues
every morning.
Now, no matter what your fee ling about democracy, and this
being the home of the brave and the land of the free public parking lot, if one faculty member roams around for twenty extra
minutes looking for a spot to park, then 20-50 students are not
going to have a scheduled class . In the case of at least two faculty members who got so disgusted that they threw in the towel, the
clutch, the jack, and a snow shovel, and drove right back home,
the proportion goes up.
It seems that the signs telling one and all that this hallowed
patch of ground is for Faculty and Staff only do little good. C on science seems to be something that a lot of students have that
tells them when someone is and when he is not looking . Several
other great Colleges and Universities, notably Wayne State, Harvard and Rutgers, along with several Kroger, Foodfair , and Grand
Union Supermarkets, have a simple solution to the problem. When
someone parks in the wrong lot or stays too long in a lot, the local
authorities plaster little, gummed signs all over the driver's side
of the windshield, along with a message that reads something
like, "We love you dearly, but move it, Jack." The system works.
Now for the strange and surprising adventures on the night that
Kirkpatrick gave his excellent recital.
For the past few years it has been most annoying and disillusioning to attend the truly excellent concerts put on by our
Music department . Some of the great names in music appear, and
only 200 or 300 people attend. Even idle curiosity should lure
more students and faculty to an evening of good music. At the
risk of sounding somewhat obvious, not all learning takes place in
the classroom; not ::ill culture is found in a test tube, a text book,
or on a squalid corner of the inner city or the studied bedrooms
of suburbia.
So- We've had a sad attendance . Unfortunately, a lot of those
who do attend do so because they are fulfilling a music assignment. They dutifully plop themselves down in a seat, notebook in
hand, and proceed to take notes . That wouldn't be too bad, but
too many of them keep ripping out pages as the evening progresses . Far too many students still lack the musical knowledge or
sophistication to know when to applaud ; too many still get up
(often in the middle of a musical movement) and lumber out of the
auditorium, slamming the door as they leave .
Our favorite night of boorishness and bad manners took place
last November . On that memorable night not only did 75% of the
small audience applaud at all the wrong times , not only were assiduous students ripping out paper in time to the music, not only
were the big doors being slammed in time to the terrible tearing
of the paper, but along about the middle of the evening, a gay
gaucho dressed in black leather jacket, black leather boots and
long black sideburns to match (no offense to those who wear
their hair long) started stalking down one aisle of the auditorium
and up the other -- peering intently into each row -- like a myopic
pitcher looking in to get his sign from the catcher. Suddenly, he
pointed his finger at a girl in the middle of a row; she jumped up,
spilling her books, and the two roared out together -- like THE
WILD ONES. It was incredible!
Then, ten minutes or so before the end of the crazy evening,
we chanced to get a good look at a coed who had been "taking
notes ." She was beginning a letter . It began "Dear Sandra, You '11
never guess where I'm at!" (If Sandra knew her at all, her first
guess probably would have been, "In a gin mill.")
Then just a couple of weeks ago, Mr. Kirkpatrick, one of the
great harpsichordists of our time, sat down to play . Here are some
of the extra added attractions that took place at the same time :
someone began practicing the piano in one of the practice rooms
behind the stage; some clown kept turning lights on and off in
the audio-visual rooms behind the two big. screens ; some kids
kept up a constant stream of chatter out in the foyer ; a couple of
students shelled 487 peanuts during the first two offerings (a new
Chicago record); and, finally, the air-conditioning system came
on like Gangbusters, just after Mr. Kirkpatrick raised his hand to
stop some ill-timed applause. When the air conditioning started,
Mr. Kirkpatrick stopped; he was delightful. He politely told everyone that noisy air-conditioners are in evidence all over the country, and then waited for someone to turn it off. Dean Howenstine
set another local record in dashing off in four directions at once,
to find someone to turn off the motors . After a brief, embarrassed
pause -- success. The concert continued and finally came to a
glorious conclusion, but the bad taste lingers on.
- E . M. Liebow

"Onl)T in . ,,
America
March 16 and 17, the Student
Senate will present its first
annual variety show, 'Only in
America'. A comedy, set around
a series of serious acts . The
show will consist of three
scenes, each representing a
different period in our nation's
history.
The first act takes place in a
Western saloon. It will feature
Mike Coan as the Crisco Kid,
Alvin Orzechowski as Skinny,
and Diane Johnson as a bar
girl. The setting of act two will
be a Roarin' 20's speak easy,
and will present a · series of
singers including: Ruthie Kaufman, Maris Demsch, Connie
Erikson, and dance rs Rose
Kovarski and Diane Johnson.
The highlight will be an old
time bottle band. The "bottlists" are Don Conway, Dave
Holmbo, Phil Migliovatti, Alan
Wilson and Steve Wischul. Act
three, the scene is a modern
coffee shop and will dis play
a great .array of talent, such
as a J e wish skit by Suzie
Katz, a magic act by Ross
Johnson and two singing groups,
Mickey Sagrillo's Folklores and
Robbie Hayes' Singers.
Jeff Provus will emcee for
the performances and Nancy
Barry will be the card girl. The
shows will begin promptly at
7:30, admission is $1.00. Those
responsible for the production
of this show are Betty Tornabene, producer - director, and
writers Bob Zielinski and Abby
Rosch.

An Open Letter from Student
Senate President.
Dear Students,
The Student Senate needs
your assistance. The increase
in the Senate's responsibility
to the student is creating an
enormous strain on an already
understaffed working body.
This is why we make this appeal
for aid .
If you have a talent, no matter
how small you think it is, the
Senate can probably put That
talent to good use.
If you think that you can't
spare much time from your work
at school, please reconsider.
One hour a week, one hour any
one day of the week, is all that
we would ask from a person if
he, or she, couldn't spare much
time.
If you wonder what good it
will do to help, believe me
when I say that your assistance ,
no matter what it would consist

Thursday, March 2, 1967

SENATE COMMITTEE REPORT ON
"USE" OF RECREATION ROOM
by Mickey Sagri I lo and Mike Sher

Feb.16, the Recreation Room Committee of the Student Senate
had to close the recreation room (E-205). This was the third such
closing in the span of three weeks. To the members of the committee , Alvin Orzechowski, Mickey Sagrillo, Rick David and
Michael Sher this was very disappointing .
The recreation room was almost lost to the faculty last trimester. The committee, with the help of Dean Bernice Zimmernam and Dean Wm . Howenstine, saved the room for the students.
After the closing Feb. 17, the Senate began to wonder if it was
worth the energy .
·
Last trimester, when the committee learned that the room was
secure for student use, they went to work immediately to improve
the recreation room. They investigated and saw what had to be
done. The first step was to paint the walls.
While they were improving the interior of the room, they discovered the floor and ceiling were in poor condition . The Committee decided a good scrubing and a good waxing would be
good
cure all .
It seemed the students wanted to be able to eat food in the
recreation room. Attempts were made to get soft drink and food
machines . They permitted students to bring dishes and glasses
foto the recreation room with the understanding that the students
will take their dishes back to the cafeteria .
The committee invested money for 2 pool tables . Supplies for
the pool tables would come out of the profits and all surplus
funds would go towards the new student union. The committee
considered buying a new juke box, a bigger one with a larger selection of records including 33 rpm long-playing albums .
How have the students reacted to this? To the room being
painted: they have responded with standing against the walls with
their shoes digging into the freshly painted wall. To the ceiling:
it now has a wide array of names inscribed on it. To the floor being polished: the students responded by throwing cigarette butts
on it. Most of thesebutts are ground in by the heels of students
using this room. Coke and food were being dumped on the floor
with the students making no attempt to clean it up. To bringing
up trays, dishes and glasses, the students were very enthusiastic. In fact too en thus i as tic; they left dishes and glasses to
accumulate.
The pool tables have had to be repaired several times this
trimester alone due to pocket stuffing, putting the coin mechanism
out of commission, and smashing the glass window so that the
balls woulocome out without having to put in money. Pool balls
and cue sticks have been repeatedly stolen . The students liked
the chalk so well that it started to disappear. They also took a
liking to the talcum powder and the brush for the pool tables.
And, they mu s t not have liked the bridge , because the handle
to it was broken after one week ' s use. The Senate is convinced
that the students are contented with the equipment and the room
that they now have. By their destruction they are merely prolonging the time when the new student union will be built .
If this is not the case, then the students don't want this and
its facilities very badly. Every time the Senate takes action to
rectify a destructive prank, the students show their gratitude by
more destruction.
Maybe the administration was right; maybe the faculty can put
this room to better use than the students .

a

Mickey Sagrillo & Mike Sher
of, will be an important contributing factor in helping the
senate expand its capabilities
to the fullest , here on campus.
And so if you want to volunteer your services, please come
up to the Senate office (E211)
above the cafeteria, and tell
someone in the office that you
want to help, we'll do the rest.
John M. Podraza
Student Senate President

The Study Carrels
With increasing demands being mode by students upon the limited
number of study carre Is it is i mportont that a 11 students ore aware
of the fol lowing information related to study carrel use:

l. The fundamento I purpose of the car re Is is study.
2. Assignment of carrels will be made in the Student Affairs
Office, upon application by the student. Students who no
longer need their carrels should notify the Office of Student
Affairs immediately.
3. Cri.teria for assignment of carrels will include the following:
a. Number of hours of anticipated weekly use
b. Number of trimesters completed
c. Academic standing
4. Assignment of more than one student to a carrel will be encouraged, so as to maximize the use of the carrels.
5. Students to whom carrels ore assigned are responsible for
their core. Waste paper, food, and dishes must not be left in
the car re Is.
6. Students assigned to carrels ore required to submit a new
schedule of anticipated weekly use at the beginning of each
trimester, and re-evaluation of carrel assignments wi II be
mode at that time.
7. Misuse of the carrels (e.g ., disturbing noise or lock of cleanliness) will subject the students in question to loss of carrel privileges.

Dr. Tatelman To Speak
Dr. Jack Tatelman will speak
to the Comparative Political
Systems class lt45-211-03,
room AllS on March 7, 1967 at
11:00 A .M.
Dr. Tatel man will express the
sentiments of those who are
opposed to the war in Vietnam.
All those interested are invited
to attend .

MEET YOUR
PERFECT
DATE!
You too can be amongst the
thousands of satisfied adults.
Let Dateline Electronics computers programmed for women
ages 18 to 45 and men 18 to
55. Take the guess work out of
dating.
Continuous matching with a
new expanded program with enrollment fees reduced to $3.00
for adults ages 18 to 27, and
$5.00 for adults over 27.
For quick results send for your questtonnaire !Oday. No obligation, Strictly co•
fldential.

Name .......... ...... .... ... , ......... ... ..... .... .... . ..
Address .... ....... .... .... ... ...... ....... .... ... .. .. .
City .. ....... .. . .. ... ... ......... ........ ...... ..... .... .

DATELINE ELECTRONIC

P. O. llox 169, Chicago, Ill
60645
RESEARCH INC. (ITC)
fDf' Add, l11fe Cell 271-3133
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EDITORIALLY SPEAKING

Second Parking Lot
A Dream?
The recent snow storm has shown the increasing necessity for
extending the parking facilities at ITC. The inclement weather has
caused numerous hardships for the entire community, as each individual can attest. With the increases in the snow fall it became more and more difficult to reach The school. Public transportation was curta iled , if in service at all , the roads and highways were banked with mounds left by the snow removal vehicles.
This inexcessability to the college effected all the members of
the ITC community.
The parking facilities adj acent to the college, namely Bryn
Mawr and St. Louis were piled high with collected snow. This
minimized the number of a vailable parking places. In addition,
the parking lots were plowe d through, but the accumulated snow
was left in high banks , in the parking lots . The existing few parking spaces were takenup , in part, by these snow banks . It is
little wonder why tempers were short , during those days . A student could come to school as early as 9:30 A .M. and not find a
space in the authorized pa rking lots . To add tothe inconvenience,
some faculty sought the facilities offered by the student parking
lot.
Last October , there appeared in one of the northside. neighborhood newspapers, The Sunday Sta r, Vol. 45 - No . 51 , an article
in which the problems concerning our inadequate parking facilities
were aired . At that time it was intimated th at the facilities to the
south of the campus would possibly be converted "to a second
parking lot for approximately 150 student cars ."
The INTERIM maintains that this area is of little other value
to the school, at the present time. Some use of this ground could
be made until a time when further expansion of the college bec a me a reality . At such a time , with the increased facilities and
increased enrollment, it would be imperative that our parking facilitie s would increase proportionately . A solution might be found
in the us e of a two story parking arrangement, to be built above
the e x isting parking lot.
For the pres ent, however, we ask the questions, "Why hasn't
the area in question been made into parking facilities; has an
alternate proposal been made; how much longer must the students,
and faculty in a commuter college, find it necessary to park two
blocks away from school?"

STUDENT UNION

OOWNPAYMENT PREREQUISITE
FOR FUTURE ACTION

THE INTERIM
Letters To The Editor
More Tour Information

page 3
TIME PASSES ... WILL YOU?????

Dear Editor,
In regards to the recent tours
scheduled for the coming
months, I am now able to give
further informafion. All space
on any of our tours, will be
handled on a first come, first
serve basis and no space is
guaranteed until a deposit of
$50 has been made . Furthermore , payments of $100 per
month and per seat must be
made between the 1st and the
10th of each subsequent month.
I have .been flooded with requests, especially over the
phone , and this information
will help answer the most commonly asked question.
Thanks ,
Roger H. Charlier

While in frantic s earch
For a parking spot,
What makes my blood to race is
A teeny red VW
A cros s two parking places .1
Cynthia Norris

BABIES MUST PLAY
To the Editor of the INTERIM:
I question the maturity of
certain students at this institution who see any purpose in
defacing posters advertising
events of the various academic
departments.
Posters designate pertinent
special events for interested
students. They are mounted to
make known the intellectual
and social functions the college
leaders sponser.
If students see fit to antagonize persons active in this
college, perhaps they would
like to form a club, whose purpose would be to challenge and
defy students morale by defacing and ruining posters and
advertisements.
Sincerely,
Linda Koser

TIME ESSAY

Autopsy on the

Warren Commission
Continued from February 16th Issue
Mystery shrouds th e assas s ination o f Pres ident John Fitzg erald
Kenne dy. Many critics have spoken out again s t th,e re port published by th e Warr en Commission.
Over 100 books have been written con cerning the assassination ;
many have valid questions, many want th e mon ey to be derive d
from publication of a book.
One should NOT read one book and th en decide if L ee Harvey
Oswald fired those shots Nov. 22, for one book i s only one man' s
opinion. This reporter has read e leven books dealin g with th e
assassination, bringing up both pro and con aspec ts . From all o f
these readings, I can only say that an author, if skilled, can pre sent facts that will support any statement he wish es to make .
P erh aps Ne w Orleans will lead to some startling fa c ts, perh a ps
not. History will answer many question s, and raise s till more.
B e low is the final of two installme nts being reprinted from
Time magazine, showing contradictory information.

•••••••••••••••
Yet, for the time it took and the methods it used, the commission did an extraordinary job. Its use of trial-lawyer techn iques in tandem with a historian's speculative interpretation of
facts worked better than either method would have worked alone,
even if it did not completely please the backers of either. Although its conclusions are being assailed, they have been not
yet successfully contradicted by anyone. Despite all the critics'
agonizing hours of research , not one has produced a single significant bit of evidence to show that anyone but Lee Harvey Oswald was the killer, or that he was involved in any way in a conspiracy with anyone else.

It seems onl y fitting that on George Washington ' s birthday we
should write the following editorial. Washington was deeply concerned with the founding and creation of a union th at has become
the greatest nation on earth. We too are concerned about a union ,
but one of a very different nature.
We are speaking of a simple building, not a whole country.
Students who will graduate in
It will be a building with soft chairs, nice music , a place to forApril , 1967 , (undergraduates and
get about the mid-term you just had , a place to study, to hold
Masters degrees) , new faculty
dances, to meet friends. It will be a place where a bull session
Reprinted from TIME, The Weekly Newsmagazine, September 16, 1966 issue
members and students who will
can be held, clubs can meet, and perhaps even a pl ace to simply
recieve awards at the Honors
stare into a fire on a blustery winters afternoon. Most of all it
FRIDAY,
Convocation should be measwill be ours - and ours alone. We will help design it, we will ured for their caps and gowns
lnterpretati ons:
MARCH 3,
have to work for it and we will have to pay for it.
on March 9th. Moore and Co.
by Pat Brieschke
12,. NOON
Student unions are usually paid for out of the students' pockets will be here to take these
and then they belong to the students. We at ITCC-N have a student measurements from 10:00 to
union that is used by everybody but the students . Or to be more 4:00 in room E-205. Graduation
JACK OF THE OLD SOUTH
truthful , only a handful of students . The INTERIM has had to day will be April 19, 8:00 P.M.
fight for even the limited space the students have been given.
Harriet T . drove the engine
We won a battle, but we also learned some cold hard financial
deep,
facts. We have been told that we can have a union anytime the
Hard in the darkest dorsals of
students want to pay for it.
the night,
The usual method of payment is a self imposed tax paid at
Pissed off at the red slime of
registration time. This money goes to pay off bonds. This is
black babies
something the students have to decide to do. If we are willing
Scaly
and dusty in the earth.
the school will cooperate with us.
"Hurry up thar, ya damn nigger,
But there is another problem. Usually a student body has an
Waitin' too long, boy,
old union to sell back to the school before they build a new one.
Ya'r waitin' too long."
And this sale gives the students a down payment
one of
Thatched re,d-bones rummaged
these necessary evils one must have before we can float a bond
issue.
ILLINOIS TEACHERS COLLEGE CHICAGO-NORTH
beneath his penny-coating
Like rats in a haunted swamp,
We don't have this so we don't have a down payment. We are The INTERIM is published bi-weekly at Illinois Teachers College Chicago
-North, 5500 N. St. Louis Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60625. Letters to the
in the unique position of having nothing to call our own. We have editor
As Harriet T. beat his ass to
must be signed. We reserve the right to condense letters when
a student union that is used mainly by the staff of the college. necessary. All published opinions are those of the INTERIM editorial
freedom.
If they were in a similar situation at another college they would staff and do not necessarily reflect the official views of the college.
She hid 3 hundred leather men
be paying rent, to the student union. Even cafeterias pay for the Managing Editor ................. . ......... . ....... . .... .. ........ Fredene Pecchia
In the rolling crumbling cradle
space they use at many other colleges. Nobody has ever done so Assistant Editor ..... . ... . ... . . .. ... . ......... ..... .. . .... .. ....... Joanne Suvanto
at our school. Our student union space doesn't belong to us. So Ed itori a I Board . .. . ...... . . Vicki Logan, Fredene Pecch ia, Joanne Su van to
Of the underground,
our position is one of frustratio!l . We need a student union build- Columnists ..................... .. . Pat Brieschke, Jeff Provus, Bob Zielinski
While flaming porcelain faces
Feature Writers .. . .... . . . ....... . ... . .......... Dean Polachek, Sam Wagmeister
ing. We are, as a student body, quite capable of taxing ourselves Reporters ... . . . Barbara Baldwin, Laurie Biggins, John Cargill, Dan Frye
Lit the tunnel white hot.
to pay off bonds. Perhaps our only hope is to ask our adminisSue Gaspar, John Hansen, David Kessler
Before they dumped her in the
Jeff Klein, Cynthia Laris, Danette Mahoney
tration for suggestions on how to get a down payment. If they
Mickey Sagri lie, Allen Senkow, Sharon Shapiro
grave
have any good suggestions they may find they can get us out of
Mi chae I Sher, Roman Swiercz, Phi I Vo lchenbaum
their hair. We will even gladly give them the old Beehive Office. Typists .. ................ .. . .. .... .. Marcia Koff, Kathy Kwasny, Kathy Nobilio
Harriet T. stood tall,
For free .
Photographers ... Dave Dier, Eileen Fonferko, Brian Reich, Gary Stockmann
Her thick black breasts heaved
Meanwhile students - don't give up hope. Just start digging Cartoonist ......... .. .. . .................... . . . . .. ........................ Sherry Rohde
She smiled and said,
Office Manager ...... . ... . .. . ... . . . .................... . .......... . .... Pat Brieschke
into your pockets. It's either that or putting up with the over- Advertising Manager ... . ...... . ... ... ... . . . ... . .................. . .. Dean Polachek
"I ain't never lost a passenger!"
crowded, under-nourished space we now call our own.
Sponsor . . ... . ............... . .. .... ....... . ...................... ... ....... E.M. Lie bow
Faculty Assistants . ..... . ..... . ............. . ........... Orville Goke, Les Klug
Pat Brieschke
Vicki Logan
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"FLYING SAUCERS":

FACULTY SKETCH

Dr. Kusol Varophas
by

by

MARCH:

L aurie Biggins

First hand information concerning the subject matter is perhaps the best way to learn. Dr. Kusol Varophas is one of many
on our faculty who was able to do this.
Dr . Varophas was born in
Bangkok, the capital of Thai land. It was there, while attending elementary school, that
he began to learn English. In
Thailand, the children begin
learning the English language
as soon as they start school.
Fifteen years ago, in 1952 ,
he left Thail a nd and went to
school in Switzer 1 and at
L a usanne. In 1958, Dr. Varophas came to the United
States and studied at Georgetown University in Washington
D.C . In Washington, he attended John Hopkins School of International Studies. That branch of the John Hopkins University,
in Baltimore , was founded by the late Christian Herter, former
Secretary of State. Dr. Varophas received his doctorate in International Relations, and can be called an Asian Specialist.
During this , his second trimester at ITC, Dr. Varophas is
teaching Comparative World Cultures II, Government in New Nations, and Comparative Political Systems. He is not taking any
c lasses himself , and , happily said, "I'm finished, I enjoy being
on the other side of the fence now ."
When Dr. Varophas first went to school , it was with the idea
that he would be-come a doctor. "In Thailand," he explained,
"the children did not have a choice in choosing their careers.
They had to do what their parents wished. It was more or less a
s how of gratitude to enter the profession that the parents wanted . "
Today, things are changing, and there is a growing "revolt"
against the parents . The young people do what they want now.
In ta lking about ITCC-N , Dr. Varophas said that he"liked it
ve ry much: the env ironment as well as the students. I hope to
stay on as long as I can.' '
Having an international faculty is not accidental. They are
being sought by the administration in order to aid the students
themselves. Dr. Varophas' first hand experiences and knowledge
of Asia makes a course more interesting to the student. Comparative World Culture s II i s one course where this type of information is very helpful. In this way Dr. Kusel Varophas has been and
continues to be an asset to the entire sc hool.

CONCERT SERIES
Michel Block, pianist
Wed , March 8 BP.M.

Welcome Spring
by
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FOREC AST: MARCH 2-15
Today (2nd) will be chilly and
partly s unny. Colder with snow
or rain on the 3rd and/ or the
4th. If this is all snow, from 2"
to 4" are likely. Clear and
cold on the 5th. Partly sunny
and ve ry nice on the 6th and
7th. Betwe en the 8th and 9th ,
heavy rai n (thunde rsto rm ?) will
change to snow, with mil d temperat ures becoming much colder.
Cold and clear on the 10th.
Milder between the 11th and
13th . Temps. will range between
38 degrees and 50 degrees on
those three days. Thunderstorms, then colder with light
snow, between the 14th and
15th. A "Tornado Watch" may
be posted during this period.
Temperatures will soar to the
60's, once o r twice , in the
second half of March. Details
will be in the next column of
the " Weather Word" .

Northwestern Chamber Strings
Thurs. April 6, lP.M.

HIGH INCOME
JOBS ON CAMPUS
Get a hi gh pa yin g ;ob
in s ale s, d istri bu tion or
Ma rke t re se arc h right
on you r own campus.
B e ~ome a Campus repres en tati ve
for
over
fo rty magazines, Americ on A ir lines, Operat ion Ma t c h, etc . an d
e arn
big
pa rt- tim e
mo"n e y do ing intere stin g work. App l y right
aw a y!
C oll e gia te
Market i ng, Dept . H
27 E. 22 St., Ne w Yo rk

N.y. 1oo 1o.
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STUDENTS!
Work 4 hours per day
Monday through F riday

As Parcel Loaders
$2.85 per hour
If you are over 18 years of
age and have a good work
record.
apply a t

Je ff P ro v u s

March is finally here. This is
the month that turns the year
in to spring. This is the month
that brings back talk of baseball. This is the month when
the first robin is usu ally seen.
What does this March have to
offer Chicago? Plenty . Some
heavy rain, some heavy snow,
hail, strong winds, thunders torms, very mild temperatures
at times , and possibly even a
tornado. That is what I call a
complete month!
Snow will be heaviest during
the first week and just before
the third week. Rain will be
heaviest around the 9th, 14th,
and 26th. Very mild temperatures are expected around the
11th and 12th , 22nd and 24th,
and near the 29th . A tornado is
possible near the 8th , 14th, or
25th.
Temperatu res will average
about 2 degrees ABOVE the
normal high of 44 and normal
low of 28. Precipitation will be
2.34", or .4" below the normal
of 2.74". Snowfall will tally
between S" and 10". Normal
this month is 7½' ' .
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•• •••••• • ••
•• MIXER ••
••
••
•• THE ••
•• PHANTOMS ••
•• GOGO GIRL ••
•• CONTEST ••
••
••
••
••·
••
••
•
•
• ••••••• •
Everyone I 8 and ove r

UNITED PARCEL
SERVICE
1400 S. J EFF ERSO N ST .
Mo nd a y throu g h F ri day
9:00 to 4:30

,.,
"""""'"'-'-'-'-""
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••
CH ICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
ANNOUNCE EXAMINATIONS
for High School Teachers' Certificates
Exam inat ions : Sat., Apr i l 29, 1967
Fili ng Deadli ne: Wed ., April 5, 1967, NOON , C.S.T.

TITLES OF EXAMINATIONS
Art (7-12), A ccounting, Business T raining, English , Ma t hematics,
Physical Education (ME N, WOME N, Gr4-8), Bio l ogy, General
Science, Geography, History, Library Science (7-12), Au t o Shop,
Drafting, E lectric Shop , Machine Shop , Wood Shop, Industrial A rts (7 -1 2)
FOR IN FORMATION: Board of Examiners
Chicago Public Schools-Room 624
228 N. LaSa I le Street
Chicago, Illinois 60601
or : Director of Teachers Recruitment, Room 1005
Chicago Pub I ic Schools
or: Pl acement Office

••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

is invited to a

SATURDAY, MARCH 4
from 8:30 p.m. until 1:00 a.m.
in t he Adams Room of the

MIDLAND HOTEL
172 West Adam s Street

SPECIAL EVENT

Girls from the a udience will
compete . A n yone can ente r.
T he win ner will receive a·

t rophy and prizes .

CASUAL DRESS

(e.g ., sweate rs, s lacks, etc . ,
but s uit s and dresses

are O.K., too.)

STAG OR DATES
Stag preferred

BAR OPEN

.

to those 2 1 and o lde r.
If you need additional informat i on .
phone 726-32 85

Jeff Pro .v u s

IMPORT ANT: A second and
more detailed survey on Unidentified Flying Objects will
be conducted between March 8
and 11. Both believed and nonbelievers of "flying saucers"
are u rged to complete and ret urn
on su rvey.
ABOUT THE PICTURES : A
series of four photographs of an
object taken by Helio Aguiar
near Itapoan, Brazil, on April
24, 1959. In the photo analysis,
it is noted that the object's
size increases from view No . 1
to view No. 3. This would indicate that the object was moving closer to the camera . In the
last view, the object is barely
visible because its velocity
increased tremendously.

Objects "flew like a saucer"
Kenneth Arnold saw nine of
them on J une 24, 1947 . The
objects "flew like a saucer
wo ul d if you skipped it across
the water." That evening an
unsu ng newspaperman coined a
term that has stuck for twenty
years-flying saucers.
The period of saucer-like objects began for most Americans
with this report .
Kenn eth Arnold 's s to ry can
best be described by the official Air Force report on its
investigation:
"On 24 June 1947 at 1400
(2 p.m.) Mr. Kenneth Arnold
took off from the Ch eh al is ,
Washington, airport in his personal plane and headed for
Y a k i ma , Washington . Mr.
Arnold ' s trip was delayed for
an hour in search of a large
marine transport (plane) that
supposedly went down near or
around the southwest side of
Mr . Rainier at an altitude of
approximately 9,500 feet, which
is the approximate elevation of
the high plateau from which
Mt. Rainier rises. (After a fruitless search , Arnold headed
again for Yakima .)
"Mr. Arnold reported that the
ai r was so s mooth that it was a
real pleasure flying and, as
most pilot's do when the air is
smooth and they are at a high
altitude, he trimmed out the aircraft and simply sat in his
plane observing the sky and
terrain .
"Mr. Arnold reported that
there was a DC-4 to his left
and rear at approx i m ate 1 y
14,000 feet. The sky was reported to be as clear as crystal'.
He hadn't flown more than two
o r three minutes on his course
when a bright flash reflected
on his airplane. He couldn't
find where the reflection came
from, but to the left and north
of Mr. Rainier he did obse rve
a chai n of nine peculiar looking
objects flying from north to
south at approximately 9,500
feet. They we re approaching Mt.
Rai nier very rapidly, and he
assumed that they were jet ai rcraft.
"Every few second s two · or
t hree of the object s wo uld di p
o r c ha nge course slightly, just

Who started it?
enough for the sun to strike
them at an angle and reflect
brightly . The objects being
quite far away, he was unable
to make out their shape or
formation.
"As they approached Mt.
R ainier he observed their outline quite clearly . Mr. Arnold
stated that he found it very
peculiar that he couldn't find
their tails but assumed they
were some type of jet aircraft.
The elevation of the objects
was estimated to have varied
approximately one thousand feet
one way or another but remained
very near the horizon which
would indicate that they were
near the same elevation as the
witness.

"Mr. Arnold stated th at the
objects flew like geese, in a
rather diagonal chain-like line
as if they were l inked together.
They seemed to hold a definit e
direction but swerved in and
out of the high mountain peaks.
The wit ness estimated the di s tance between him and the objects to be approximately 25
miles .
"Using a Zeus fastener or
cowling tool , he estim ated the
sizeo fthe obj e cts to be approximately two third s that of a
DC-4. He observed the UFO's
passing a high snow-covered
ridge and reported that as the
object was passing the south
crest of this ridge, the last one
was entering the northern crest
of this ridge.
"Later measurement of a
length of this particular ridge
reve aled it was approximately
five miles , so it was estimated
the chain of objects was five
miles long. Mr. Arnold timed
the objects between Mt. Rainier
and Mt. Adams and determined
they crossed this 47 miles in
one min ute and forty-two seconds . This is equivalent to
165671 mi les per hour."
The Air Force lists Arnold's
sighting as unexplained . Its
official theory is that "the objects of this sighting were due
to a mirage."
Arnold, now 51 years old,
states: "What I saw over the
Cascade mo un tains that day ,
as impossibl e as it may seem,
is fact.
"By no stretch of the imagination did I observe balloons,
mock suns , ice crystals or
clouds and I certainly would
not classify my observations
in the categories of illusions,
hallucinations, a P. par it ions,
temperature inversions, or mirages.''
Si nce that time, he cl aims to
have seen several other UFOs.
The ove ra ll imp ression that
he gets a fter viewing these
objects a second time is "that
they were s om et h i n g alive
rather than machines-a living
o rganism of some type . . . . "
This reporter respects Mr.
Arnol d , a nd believes his story
comple t ely . If this was the
start , when , where , and how
wi ll it end ?
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Inner City
Experiment Hopes
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CLUB NEWS

MOVIE REVIEW

LAMBDA SIGMA ALPHA
1

to Prove Success/ul
by Joanne Suvanto
T his t ri-mester ano the r expe riment in student -teachin g is be in g conduc ted. The new experimen t i s in the inner- c i ty an d involves student-teaching com bin e d with a cu rriculum course, although it is not a cu rriculum course p er se. (Not the 6-hou r cou rse
offered on campus.) T he re are also two semin ar sessions a week
to discuss teaching metho ds an d lesso n planning at the Morton
Upper Grade Center in the inn e r- ci ty.
The twenty-two stude nts who volunteered to participate in
this pro gram have been placed in seven schools in District 25,
and are under the direction of Dr . Caruso. After an 8-week experience of student teaching in these schools, the students will
be assigned to different schools for the remainder of the 16-week
term so as to gain experience at two levels .
Mr. Grimes, Assistant Professor of Education said , "It was
started in order to give a realistic experience to our student
teachers, and to help them cope with the problems arising in some
of our inner city school s . It is hoped that the student teachers,
through their e xperience s in schools in culturally deprived areas,
would show an interest in a ccepting positions in these areas.
Through this s aturation of practical experience, the student
teachers will hopefully gain insight into the serious problems of
our inner city schools. An evaluation of this experiment will be
made at the end of the semester . ''

It may be inte re sting to see if one student-teacher who is participating in this experimental program will change his views at
the end of the semester.
De an Polachek is teaching in the seventh and eighth grades
at the Tilton Elementary School , Keeler and West End Avenues .
The following are some que s tions directed to Dean with his immediate responses .
How did you first hear of this program?

"I was playing at the la st recorder concert and a friend of
mine s a id , 'Hey , Dean - did you see wha t they had in the INTERIM?' I looked in the paper a nd saw the article pertaining to
the inner-city experimental program and immediately signed up as
it was limited to a 'first come - first serve ' bas is.''
Do you think you are as prepared as you mi gh t have been had you
taken curriculum?

"No. I think I' m supposed to be . But I'm learning while I teach
and the extra teaching experience more than makes up for the sixhour curriculum course that I missed . I am also attending two
semina r s essions a week at the Morton Upper Grade Center , where
we a re instructed in lesson planning . ''
Do you think there are any courses that you might have taken,
other than curriculum, which would help you in your teaching situation now?

" Yes , there is a course now being offered , called 'Cultures of
the Disadvantaged,' that would have helped me very much because I would know more about the env ironment in which I'm
stude nt-teaching."

The Sisters of Lambda Sigma
Alpha would like to express
their appreciation to all those
who helped to make the annual
Candy Sale a big success. The
chairman of our Community
Service Committee, Leslie
Moresi, took a portion of the
candy as a donation to the
Danish Home for the Aged.
On Washington' s Birthday ,
Feb . 22 , the girls had a party
to begin preparation for their
annual Penny Carnival. Under
the direction of the Social Committee ingluding: Challis Cardell , Chairman, and Vy Kusander ,
Kathy Johnson, Mary an n e
Zichittello , and Barbara Lindell , the girls are planning a
real swinging time for March 31.
This semester, the Publicity
Committee , Donna Butera,
Chairman, Leslie Moresi,
Marsha Chernow , and Carol
Borst, have dedicated themselves to make "different"
posters , to end the old run-ofthe-mill , dull bulletin boards
in E 219, and never make dittoed flyers of just purple colored
ink. Lady Bird Johnson would
be one proponent of this effort
at a more beautiful I.T.C.N. !

GEOGRAPHY CLUB
Dr. William Garrison , Professor of Geography at Northwestern University will speak here
on March 6 on the subject of
"Urban Transportation." All
students are invited to attend
the lecture which will be held
at 5 P.M . in room Al26.

"BLOW-UP"
Scene: A mod "happening" in
London
He:
"I thought you were in

Paris."
She:

will find them , even after you've
seen it twice , but you will find
the phot ographer's realization
in the l ast s ans di alogue s cene.

"I am."

HELP WANTED!
This conversation epitomi z es
the entire mood of the film. The
subject to be con s idered is the
poigna nt question of rea lity.
To be very brief, the "plot"
is as follows: Da vid Hemmin gs
stars a s the sensitive, youn g
photographer who i s co mpilin g
pictures for a book. He t akes
some pictures of Venes s a Redgrave and a male comp a nion in
a park. Since she is s o persistent in her demands for those
pictures, he enlarges them and
discovers a murder.
Although the movie revolves
around this sequence of events ,
we are not as concerned with
it, as we are concerned with
the photographer's reactio ns,
feelings and thought.
Often he is seen in bleak and
abstract settings: the streets,
his studio , an antique shop and
at a couple ''happenings.'' As
bizarre as some of the scen e s
are , the photography is brilliant
and quite beautiful. (If you ask,
"What is beauty?" - you're
catching on to this movie's
theme.)
You may find that one viewing
of the film is inadequate. You
will find you have many questions and will want the answers.
This does not guarantee that you

CAMP COUNSELORS, experienced men and women, water
safety instructors, riding, small
craft, water skiing, sports, golf,
tennis, archery, arts & crafts,
cam pc raft, dramatics. Private
S.W. Michigan camp. Phone
AL 6-2444 or write MR . SEEGER,
205 Hibbard Rd., Wilmette, Ill.

MEET YOUR
PERFECT
DATE!
You too can be amongst the
thousands of satisfied adults.
Let Dateline Electronics computers programmed for women
ages 18 to 45 and men 18 to
55. Take the guess work out of
dating .
Continuous matching with a
new expanded program with enrollment fees reduced to $3 .00
for adults ages 18 to 27, and
$5.00 for adults over 27.
For quick results send for your questionnaire today. No obligation, Strictly co,..
fidenlial.
Name . .. .. .. .. ... .. .. , ... .... ... ... ... . .... , .. . .. ..... , . .
Addr e s s . ...................... ... . ..... ... . .. .. . , . ... .
City . ..................... .................. . . .. . .. .. . .. . .

DATEUNE ELECTRONIC
P. O. Box 369, Chicago, Ill.
60645

RESEARCH INC. (ITC)
For Add. Info Call 271-3133

TUNE-UP • BRAKES RELINED • CAR WASH • TIRES • BATI'ERIES
GREASE JOBS • WHEEL BALANCING • MUFFLERS • ACCESSORIES
TOWING • COMPLETE ROAD SERVICE
• COMPLETE AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE •

ALV AM'S STAND ARD SERVICE
•
4000 WEST PETERSON
~··~
STAN11~ARD
CHICACO, ILL.

.-i~-r

We Specialize in Pick-Up and Delivery

What is the childrens' general attitude?

"I find that on the whole they are friendly , but have a poor
attitude towards learning. It is very hard to motivate them. One
has to try to give them goals to s trive for. "
Do you think the children understand what you present?

"Yes and no . The eighth grade class is grouped homogeniously and I find a great diffe rence between the advanced and the
slow-learners . "
Do the child ren respond to you as if you were a teacher?

"Yes , but they haven't learned to respect me as they respect
the critic teacher , my fault of course. I do have the benefit of
le a rning from my critic teacher, Mr. Herbert Hurd, who maintains
excellent cla ssroom discipline."
Do you think discipline is the main problem?

"Absolutely. I think the reason for this is the lack of incentive . They have no real reason for going to school except as a
social gathering place. I think if you can overcome the discipline
problem here, you won't find any discipline problem too tough to
cope with."
Do you think the college should continue or have more of this type
of curriculum / teaching program?

"I think it depends 0.1 the student. If the student is interested
in teaching in the inner city he should join the experiment. If he
fan 't interested in teaching in the inner-city, the experience
wouldn 't be as valuable."
Before the end of the semester Dean will be interv iewed again
to see if his opinions have changed. Readers may submit
questions to the INTERIM which they would like him to answer.

WHAT'S HAPPENING?
Did you or someone you know
recieve an award, a position,
have a birthday?
How 'bout telling Kathy
Kwasny of The Interim.

Call

588-9850

588-9365
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by Sam Wagmeister and
Mike Sher
The Golden Eagles have compiled an 18-4 record in their 18
games this year, which ain't
easy. Four of their victories
were forfeits. The first came in
early Dec. , when Coach Butler
teleph oned Ill. Colleg e of Optom e try the day of the scheduled
game. At that time, he _was informed that /CO no longer had
a basketball team. The lat er
/CO contest was a lso won for
this reason.
A boiler in th e Purdu e gym
exploded several hours before
the Eagles were to leave Chic ago, and Purdue's coach, whose
res ponsibility it is to reschedule th e contes t, had neg lected
to do do. A fourth win was the
gam e versus Fifth Army Hq.
When th e ir team shipped out
th e game was rescheduled for
Feb . 21 , but the Army team will
not be re turning to the c ity for
several months, thus , another
forfeit.

EAGLES CRUSH ED,
"GEE" SMILES
Coach "Gee" Butler wasn't
complaining after the scoreboard
registered a 109-77 score, with
the Eagles on the short end.
Why? It was his Golden Eagles
who ha d emerged victorious
over the Judson Eagles, Feb.
10 .
Both Eagle teams battled on
even ground for the opening
minutes, with Judson holding
a slight edge. At 10:36, "Big
Don" Lau tipped in a rebound ,
and seconds later Duke Gunter
t a llied a lay-up after stealing
the ball to start ITC mo ving.
With 5:38 remaining in the
half, Les Caligiuri scored a
reverse lay-up after saving the
ball from going out of bounds.
This reporter will never be able

to adequately discribe
Caligiuri's two pointer but to
reflect the skill that it required
Les did receive a standing
ovation from the fans.
Rod Browder and Lau each
posted 11 points to help stake
the "Golden Guys" to a 46-33
half time lead.
"Dangerous Doug" De Vincent
led the second half drive with
14 points, and at 8:11, ITC
held a 40 point lead.
The second half saw brilliant
ball handling by Dave "The
Rave" Deren, setting up numerous scores; a strong, tough
re ho un ding team of Frank
Collins and Jack Fabian; fine
shooting by Pat Doyle, Jimmie
Hess, Eddie Zika.
Evident in this game was a
· high in the i:issist department.
Don Lau grabbed 15 rebounds
in approximately 15 minutes of
game time.
"Bomber" Browder broke out
of a long scoring drought with
23 points to tie DeVincent for
scoring honors. Lau finished
12, and Dave Mele tallied 10.

WIN STREAK SNAPPED
HILLSDALE, Mich. , (HWWT)The refs were poor; lighting
· was inadequate; the team was
fatigued from a five hour bus
ride. All of these could be excuses, but to give credit where
credit is due, one would have
to say that the Golden Eagles
simply ran into a better team as
they dropped a 91-74 decision
to the Hillsdale College Dales ,
Feb . 11 .
The Eagles opened the game
playi ng some of their best
brand of basketball, and for a
short time it looked as if the
contest might result in an upset.
Doug DeVincent and Duke
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Gunther's scoring, Rod Browder's
fine ball handling, and Don
Lau' s exceptional defensive
work helped account for a tight,
see-saw battle.
Gunther's driving lay-up at
7:41 knotted the contest at 2626, but then it was the Dale's
game. Hillsdale's John Barnes
slapped at a Browder lay-up
attempt, and it was obvious
that goal tending should have
been called, but the arbiters
let it go. After a heated argument, one of the officials slapped ITC with a technical foul,
and the tide turned.
By the half, Hillsdale led 4134. The only consolation for
the Golden Eagles in the second
half was the job Don Lau did
on the Dale's 6'6" John Barnes,
blocking six of his shots.
It's true, the refs were very
bad, but they didn't make a 17
point difference.
At 15:33 of the first half, Rod
Browder connected on a 22 foot
jump shot to tally his 200th
point of the season. Doug DeVincent scored 26 points to
lead all scores: Gunter and Lau
recorded 13 each.
The loss snapped an eleven
game ITCC-N winning streak .
Their last loss had been a 7570 overtime decision at the
hands of Grand Valley State
College of Mich., Dec. 17, in
the final round of the Purdue
Invitational. That one had been
the Eagle's fourth game in
three days.

Coach Butler
Recieves Congradulations
February 8, 1967
Mr. Gerald Butler
Illinois Teachers College
Athletic Department
5500 North St. Louis
Chicago, Illinois
Dear Gerry:
It is never ea sy to take defea t , nor should it be; but this
is one of the valuable lessons
of life that we all try to teach

Les Calaguiri
Wins Decathlon
Les Caligiuri finished first in
the 1966 Decathlon Contest.
The events that each participant competed in were the 60
yd . dash, reach jump, pull ups,
softball throw, football kick,
standing broad jump, SO yd.
swim , 25 free throws, shot put,
and 660 yd. run .
Caligiuri finished at 97. S
points; second place finisher
totaled 90 .5, finishing just a-

head of Jim Marshall's 90.0.
Bernie Spencer finished fourth
with 84.
Betty Lang won the girls decathlon with Kathy Kelley finishing second, Carol Bonano
third, and Marie Kowalski fourth .
The first place finishers for
intramural football, completing
an undefeated untied season
were: Rod Browder, Les Caligiuri, Ray Carski, Chet Cryzen,
Bob Freudenthal, Rudy Jaska,
Don Lau, Ira Mizell, Ken
Ogorzalek, and Bill Smith.

Here's the story on the shots of the scoreboard. FIRST, NOTE THAT THE
GOLDEN EAGLES ARE T HE TE AM ON TH E RIGHT. With the score tied,
Browder hit two free throws then the Circle t ied the score, and the game went
into overtime. At the final buzzer , wi th the score 68-68 , Mister Dan Mele hit
a jump shot, and the Eagles won, 70-68.

in the great game of basketball.
However , it is certainly less
undesirable to lose . . . at the
hands of not only a fine team,
but also a coach, squad and
student body that accepts victory humbly.
We have tried to teach this
type of attitude here at St.
Ma ry's , Mundelein, but all too
often opponents have made this
a di fficult task , both in victory
and defeat. Both our squad and
myself felt that our recent game

with your team exemplified the
the true spirit of competitive
athletics.
The very best to you a nd your
fine men throughout the season.
With the attitude and general
self-discipline all of you displayed, I'm sure you will be
justly rewarded .
Very truly yours,
Robert K. Hogarty
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TRAN SLATED BY RICHARD WIL BUR

March 2,3,4, and 9,10,11

In the Auditorium 8:30

Box Office Hours
10:00 to 12:00
and
2:00 to 3:00

General Admission
$1.50 and $1.25

Any pers on holdi ng a vali dated I l l in ois Teachers Co llege I.D.
ca rd is entit led t o one fr ee reserved seat ticket. To as sure choice
seating, present your I.D . card to the Box Office dur ing the regular ly scheduled hours.

~ SENATE ELECTIONS

MARCH l

